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Although we naively defended him…
He cunningly executed his plans with his gang members
As was exclaimed by a bewildered person…. today we find ourselves betrayed
when we see the heavy and great losses inflicted upon our people and country.
When the ELF-PF (Eritrean Liberation Front-Popular Forces) split from ELF
(Eritrean Liberation Front) we thought that is was overwhelmingly oppressed and
stood by its side to strengthen and empower it until it became a great force.

We
The ELF (Eritrean Liberation Front) because of its leadership, internal unrest
occurred within the organization… resulting in killing of each other of the innocent
fighters. The Eritrean political struggle initiated by ELM (Eritrean Liberation
Movement) known also by the names (Haraka and Mahber Shewate – Group of

Seven) was expected as its plan, to achieve Eritrean independence around the year
1963. However, due the power struggle within the armed struggle organizations, its
leadership elongated the years of struggle and hardship and created divisions within
the committed and devoted fighters. The group that refused to surrender to the
enemy or desert the fighting and flee to exile but chose to continue the struggle; we,
stood by its side

and supported it to develop into a great force similar and

equivalent to that of ELF. The plan was… after the growth and strengthening
period to call for an all-inclusive national congress to unite all the split forces into
one national force… that’s to have a national organization embracing all nationalist
forces.
Those today who are arrogantly claiming to be the “sole patrons and Lords’ of
Eritrea, to the extent to claim that “Eritrea as a nation was created by them” and
“there was no country called Eritrea” before they created it. Those were the ones
crying and complaining even louder than us during the difficult times to show their
love and commitment to Eritrean struggle. They were saying to us: “do not say my
countrymen, folks (people from the same village or region or tribe)”… the country
(Eritrea) is above all this secondary things. On the other hand, they were
implementing their plan by secretly communicating with each other, planning and
executing their agreed upon agenda… delving us into this difficult times, quagmire
and uncertain future for our country Eritrea. Who are they? Today they are clearly
identified and uncovered by all of us.

That bastard group
By shedding crocodile tears, they were able to cheat us… by acting as committed
and devout struggle companions. They employed the “divide and rule” method to
divide and create an atmosphere of animosity between the fighters in order to
control and prevail in the organisation. We were unable to discover their cunning
methods; thus, unable to learn from our mistakes. We were naïve, inattentive and
made all Eritreans inattentive, which I believe, is not far from the truth.

How
This awkward organization while crying as a victim and at the same time
eliminating all those who discovered and uncovered its real identity; although, we
did not pay attention and contemplate about the grave consequences. These serious
criminal acts happened when the organisation’s strength was minimal. No one
considered what might occur when it becomes stronger. This resulted for their
conspiracy to be fully implemented without any objections.

Those bandits
During the long years of our armed struggle, those bandits were camouflaged
and were acting as true and real fighters… and we didn’t pay enough attention
to their acts because we were eager and solely concentrating to gain our
freedom and independence. While real and honest Eritreans were martyred….
those cowards were hidden!!! They were able to implement their plans
successfully. To those Eritreans who were not martyred…. they were able to
make them criminals by plots to make them participate in crimes to be held
accountable and guilty at any time in the future if opposed or differed from the
gangs’ plans.

If meat falls down on the ground
It will attract sand from the ground (as it is said in our proverbs)… who were
them? We know very well those who made friendship and fraternity with TPLF
(Woyane) while hatred and animosity with ELF and they are well documented
actions.

However!!!
“This plot was executed in order to bury the essence of Eritreanism… to
live peacefully and in harmony in our free country. It was done purposely
as it was planned in the past and still going on today.”

The Badme war!!!
In 1998 we were told by these bandits that the Badme war was because of
border issues. However, from time to time, they say without paying attention
that the Badme was not a border issue….. there are other reasons for that war.

Mr. (Ayte) Sebhat Nega

Sebhat Nega in his several occasions and interviews said: “Aseb is an Eritrean
territory… but the Eritrean people are our people”. Why is he saying that?
Based on what? What to imply and clarify? If there is anyone who can decipher
his saying… is welcome to tell us.

The Badme war they created
As mentioned, the bandits from time to time reveal that the other and real reason
for the war is based on history. The Eritrean people unreservedly shared and
cooperated with nationalist Eritrean revolution without any reservations and
presented all possible sacrifices i.e. commitment, martyrs, information etc… The
Eritreans living in Ethiopia were part of this cooperation with their country’s
armed struggle. However, today we reached a stage where some started to think
to abandon “being Eritrean” and look for alternative identity to escape the

calamities inflicted upon us. We cannot forget the expulsion of 80,000 Eritreans
living in Ethiopia with humility and inhumane ways. The objectives of the
inhuman expulsion can be summed us as:
1. To dislocate and dysfunction the lives of Eritreans living in Ethiopia.
2. To control the Eritrean organizations.
Due to the plot by the two groups in order to hit and achieve their target… which
can be proved by several signs and measurements. In my next message, I will tell
you my call regarding the points I mentioned above.

Nice week
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